SILK CUT
1998 Planning Day

SILK CUT 1998 : INTRODUCTION
This document contains a number of subsections that taken together form
the comprehensive background to the Company and brand that is
necessary for the formulation of a strategy for 1998 and beyond.
Appended (for those of you that haven't had sight) is the 1997 Brand Plan
for Silk Cut written by my predecessors - it contains a lot of good
groundwork, but there are areas where we need to have clearer direction.
My philosophy for 1998 and beyond has a number of key components :
* Accept the forecast volumes as the minimum that will be acceptable .
* Define the brand proposition in terms that we believe to be most
motivating to smokers . Do not be ashamed of what we are. We cannot be
all things to all men. If our proposition is dissonant with some
consumer's attitudes today we must continue to communicate our
essence - attitudes may change in the future, we need to sow seeds
today in order to reap tomorrow.
* The brand proposition must be at the heart of everything we do.
* Question all perceived wisdom, do not be scared to propose approaches
that are juxtapositioined to` the traditional way we have done thing.
* Tactically find the most efficient fit to the strategic approach. Any
monies spent must stand up to the most critical examination. It will be
better to do a lesser number of activities in an excellent manner than a
greater number of activities well.
* Think ahead. Are there approaches that we could adopt today that will
allow us to market the brand in the future no matter how draconian
restrictions on our permissible activities prove to be .

SOME THOUGHTS
In the barest terms we must focus our minds as to how we can best deliver
the following for the Silk Cut House :
Increased recruitment
More efficient retention
Greater loyalty
Any strategy for the brand that cannot be referred back to these objectives
and explained in simple terms, will not suffice.
LOYALTY IS THE KEY
Crossing all three objectives is that elusive character we term, for
convenience, loyalty.
We need a strict definition of what loyalty is. Historically "loyalty" has
been a carelessly used word, leading to a clouding of the waters .
Loyalty is ephemeral, it is that emotional affinity that a consumer has
with his brand . Loyalty cannot be measured in the- traditional sense, it is a
complex mix of emotion and shaged attitude . That we cannot -measure it
should not bar us from trying to grow it.
We need to be clear in our own minds that there is a critical distinction
between retention and loyalty. Perhaps in the past we have been guilty of,
on occasion, confounding the two terms. Oft quoted in recent years have
been "loyalty devices" or "loyalty schemes" . At best they word "Retention"
should be substituted for the term "loyalty".
It is also important that we sit back and reflect on the difference between
"loyalty" and "bribery" - bribery is at the heart of most ill-titled "loyalty
schemes" .
It pains me to face how often I agree with Drayton Bird's perspective on
matters various . Without doubt he is on the right track when talking about
loyalty, as I believe the following snippets exemplify :
"There is a clear distinction between adhesion and loyalty . Loyalty has to
be earned ; adhesion can be bought and will stop when you stop paying'" .
"Loyalty is what is left when you remove the incentives" .

"Loyalty - more effective than premiums, better even than discounts and
the rest of the arsenal of incentives"
"You bribe people to do something ; it is a way of saying "please" . You give a
reward to say "thank you" .
" A bribe works to get a new customer. After that, reward for behaviour" .
" I believe loyalty like just about all human behaviour is motivated mostly
by emotion, with rationalisation prompting that emotion (when I say
rationalisation I don't mean it has to be logical)" .
The last quote in particular appears particularly relevant to Silk Cut.
Where is this discussion leading?
We need to face the distinct possibility that we are going to lose the ability
to promote our brands both ATL and BTL at some point in the future
(although the latter is likely to be open to us for a longer time frame) .
The most critical factor in the marketplace affecting Silk Cut volume
performance is its absolute price. Our defence to date has been to influence
retention by the use of rich and ever more frequent FMI's/SLP's. In this
respect we have adopted a tactical strategy similar to that embarked upon
by B&H with Gratis .
The question we need to ask today is - when these forms of bribery are
taken away from us what have we continually built over time that will
allow us to compete effectively in the marketplace.
If you think about it, the loyalty/equity building approach is the one that
will be most effective in the long term. Silk Cut will, for the foreseeable
future, have a rational/concrete/empirical problem to overcome in the
marketplace i.e. its absolute price. The best weapon we have to mitigate
this is loyalty. Loyalty need not, and almost certainly is not rational, it is a
feeling rather than something concrete .
Fighting a concrete issue (price) with a concrete defence (FMI/SLP) is not
highly efficient in the short term and adds little to our bank for the day
when FMIs/SLPs are denied us.
I would argue that one of the cornerstones of our strategic approach to the
brand is a concerted attempt to build loyalty. Clearly one of the key
contributors to the loyalty that exists for Silk Cut today has been our ATL
advertising . It is important that we understand that loyalty will deliver

retention but you can have retention (at least in the short term) without
building loyalty. Have we adopted a strategy that has trod heavily down
the latter path?
Objectives for Planning Day
There are just two objectives that would make the day worthwhile if we
were to make significant progress :
Define the proposition of the brand, that we will take through all forms of
future communication with smokers . Please note that the "Smarter
Cigarette" falls woefully short of a working definition . It may be most
fruitful to work our way through the "Brand Essence" paper produced by
M&C Saatchi.
Cast around for approaches that would generate increased loyalty for the
brand. To get you thinking here are just three I thought of off the top of my
head:
Send birthday cards to consumers
Send beach towels to consumers at the beginning of summer
Rather than ask consumers to collect 25 inserts for an SLP,
why not send out (for nought) 300,000 premia items from a
selection from the database .
Are there other activities that will enhance loyalty - I acknowledge that the
above are only methods of adding loyalty back in to our traditional
approach .
Additionally we need to kick around the issue of recruitment and young
adult smokers. However unless we agree a definition of the brand
proposition this will be a rather academic and futile exercise .

SILK CUT HOUSE
Forecast Performance
Our latest forecast identifies an underlying market decline of circa 4.5%
per annum, with Silk Cut declining at almost twice the rate.
Although the forecast decline for Silk Cut House is faster than that
conceived for the market as a whole, it is believed that the rest of the
premium sector will fall at a significantly greater rate of decline .
In share terms, Silk Cut House to seen to lose circa 0.4% points per
annum, delivering an 9.2% share next year, falling to 8.0% in the year
2000 .
With the low tar sector outperforming the market, Silk Cut share of low
tar is envisaged to slip from just above a third in 1997 to around a quarter
by the end of the decade .
Corporate Performance
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

39.3

39.4

39 .8

40.3

40.7

Premium 53.3
Middle
42.7
%Cheap
12.3

52.1
42.4
18.4

52 .2
42 .1
23 .3

50.7
41.4
27.6

48.8
41.0
31.3

Gallaher

Gallaher share of total market is foreseen to grow modestly over the
remainder of the decade, with our market leadership consolidated .
Under our previous corporate philosophy this would have been the end in
itself. However in Gallaher's new PLC status, profit as opposed to market
share is the key indicator of performance .
The corporate profit objective (real growth of circa 5% per annum) is
realisable, although it can be appreciated that the trends in the market
will result in margin dilution for Gallaher. The tactic for obtaining the
profit target will be a combination of imposed MPI's and (if necessary) the
taking of traditional Marketing funds straight to the bottom line.
Gallaher's premium brands deliver a disproportionate proportion of the
Company's profit (roughly 73% of Company profit in 1996, falling to 69%
in the year 2000) .

It is clear therefore that the well-being of the Company bottom line rests
upon the performance of our premium brands. Any improvement versus
forecast by our premium portfolio not only greatly assists the bottom line
in a given year, but will have commensurate positive benefits in following
years.
Silk Cut : Corporate Objective
The Company demands an improved bottom line contribution from the
Silk Cut House of circa 3%-5% next year and in subsequent years.
Against the forecast volume performance summarised above, the financial
demand will be met by the application of substantial MPI's in future years
(either 5p/6p per annum) . Our forecasts are for brands in the Cheap sector
of the market to apply lesser MPI's, and therefore relative to these brands
Silk Cut will become relatively more expensive.
The notion of a price repositioning of the Silk Cut House in the near future
is not on the agenda.
Planning Assumptions
* Budget increase of 20 pence implemented in December of each year
* MPI to be applied in April of each year
* Above the line media to be unavailable from 1 January 1998 O
O Realistically it is possible that we may have ATL available to us for the
duration of 1998.

3 YEAR PLAN
Volume

1996
(ams)

1997
(ams)

1998
(ams)

1999
(ams)

2000
(ams)

6779

6500

6150

5900

5650

Premium 3297

3025

2675

2410

2150

Low Tar

1773

1780

1750

1735

1710

Silk Cut

647

599

542

498

452

Volume %Ch
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Market

+2.2

-4.1

-5.4

-4 .1

-4.2

Premium

-3.1

-8.2

-11 .6

-9.9

-10.8

Low Tar

+6.6

+0.4

-1.7

-0.9

-1.4

Silk Cut

-3.0

-7.0

-9.0

-8.0

-9.0

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Premium

48.6

46.5

43 .5

40.8

38.1

Low Tar

26 .2

27.4

28 .5

29.4

30.3

Silk Cut

9.5

9.2

8.8

8.4

8.0

Market

Share

SILK CUT : PE RFORMANCE SUMMARY
Performance
The Silk Cut House is forecast to exhibit continuing volume and share loss
over the next three years.
This is precipitated by King Size, with the remaining variants returning
stable share performance . Reflecting continued downtrading from King
Size to the other variants, and a failure to renew King Size's franchise at a
similar rate .
Examination of the underlying basic reasons for the deleterious
performance of King Size, reveals the simple fact that recruitment is
lagging behind losses - this imbalance will become more disadvantageous
over time.
Recruitment
"New" Smokers
King Size's problem is twofold, firstly the number of new entrants into the
market is both relatively small and declining, secondly King Size's efficacy at courting this group is waning. _
Marlboro Lights continues to increase its share of recruits year on year.
Absolute price is not the issue amongst this group of smokers, image is
paramount . We are competing poorly with M. Lights, simply put they are
feisty, we are bland.
Neither Extra Mild or Ultra make any significant contribution amongst
this grouping. Product differentiation is of lesser interest than image. It
appears unwise to believe that either variant is going to find these
smokers fertile ground in the coming years .
Current "Full Flavour" Smokers
These remain the most fertile recruitment ground for King Size, however
we are attracting a diminishing number of these smokers over time .
The growth in Cheap King Size has both a direct and indirect impact upon
Silk Cut King Size.
Special Filter has always been the cornerstone of recruitment for Silk Cut,
as this brand (and other full-flavour premium brands) continue to find an

increasingly competitive marketplace an austere environment, the well of
potential recruits declines annually.
The flow from full-flavour premium to full-flavour sub-premium, impacts
directly on SC King Size. Other Sub-Premium king size brands have their
own low tar variants, and smokers of the parent brands are becoming
increasingly likely to move down in tar within the respective House .
Thus we face a challenge on two fronts. We have the handicap of premium
price, but importantly we have not been able to build a cast iron ownership
of low tar for Silk Cut. We may be the "definitive" low tar brand, but we
are not the only low tar brand. Our equity in "ownership" of low tar is not
compelling enough when set alongside premium versus sub-premium
pricing.
Losses
Setting aside King Size's losses to other variants within the House (which
are significant), losses still outstrip gains .
Cheap Low Tar/ Full Flavour
Low tar remains apparently a pretty dynamic sector . Entering low tar does
not preclude a return to full flavour at some future time.
King Size is experiencing increasing losses to both sub-premium low tar
and full-flavour brands.
The move to sub-premium low tar, indicates that whatever image equity
we have built for Silk Cut, is not motivating enough for a significant
number of smokers when they are faced with a price differential of at least
40 pence.
Quitters
A proportion of any cigarette brand's franchise leave the market every year.
This is no different for Silk Cut, however neither is it significantly greater,
and in absolute terms it pales into insignificance against the smoker
losses the brand experiences elsewhere.
The IssuesIfthe performance of King Size (and by necessity the Silk Cut House) is to
better forecast, then we need to find a strategy and tactical deployment
that delivers the following (in order of import):

Engenders a greater degree of loyalty amongst current users
Catalyses increased recruitment from full-flavour smokers
Enhances the brand's appeal amongst new entrants .

The number of people exiting the market from this sector has increased over the past
two years. But this is not significantly greater than the equivalent for full- flavour. Low
tar smokers are a little more likely to quit ( the sector is 25% of the market and accounts
for a third of quitters).
For the sector to grow significantly an external catalyst is needed.
What is driving the four groups described?
New Smokers:

Primarily image driven ( 70% of entrants go to Premium)
Low Tar is underpins
EMOTIONAL + RATIONAL

Switchers In

Health concerned
RATIONAL +EMOTIONAL
RATIONAL

Quitters

Switchers Out RATIONAL

(Delivery)

The absolute number of smokers entering the sector has declined slightly (305 to 294
over the last two years), slight growth in switchers from FF being negated by a fall in
new smokers.

SILK CUT HOUSE
Examining the performance of the House against the four smokers groups we have
identified.
NEW SMOKERS

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

House
%
17
18
19
19
14
15
14

House
(000's)
22
24
33
27
44
51
16

SCKS
(000's)
20
24
14
16
31
34
9

SCEM
(000's)
0
0
9
6
3
3
2

SCUL
(000's)
0
0
9
3
3
10
0

Others
(000's)
3
0
2
3
6
3
4

The House share of new entrants (which in themselves have been declining) has been
falling slowly over the decade.
From a high of almost 20% in 1994 we are taking only 14% today.
Silk Cut King Size is THE variant which is the catalyst. The other variants make a
relatively small contribution.

The efficacy of KS in attracting new smokers has waned significantly .
.
Ultra has yet to demonstrate a consistent ability to attract new smokers. Thea key
positioning
or
is
there
question is "can we expect the brand to appeal to new entrants
that we can adopt that makes the brand more attractive to entrants?
We are going down a rational led message - even with the creative direction we have
chosen can we expect to pull strongly enough on the emotional strings.
The key question to ask is "why is King Size not pulling as hard?" . Is it an image issue,
if so can the rational message of Ultra overcome the diminishing attractiveness of the
KS brand to these smokers?
Where are new smokers going?
There has been some increase in the popularity of Cheaper cigarettes, but this cannot .be
the answer as premium is as popular as ever amongst this group.
The only brands that have shown an increase in popularity amongst this group are
Regal KS (Little) and Marlboro Lights (5% share to 8% 1996 vs 1994) .

As a sector "New Smokers" are very small indeed (1 %)
Ouitters

MAS indicates that 2.7% of
1996 .

smokers exited the market during

Of these 33% were low tar smokers. Therefore although LT smokers are somewhat
more likely to quit (share of smokers circa 2590), this fails to suggest a significant
driver for Silk Cut demise - Unless Silk Cut accounts for almost all ofthose exiting
low tar.

B&H SF
L&B
Mboro Lts
SCKS
SCEM
SCUL

1996
%
20
6
2
9
1
2

Clearly this is note case, B&H is likely to lose more smokers to quitting than is Silk
Cut.
have probably
been more
more successful
at retaining than other low tar brands
We have
probablyybeen
s
-. W
(sector accounts for 33% of loss, we have a 33% share of the sector, 12% of the loss
_
comes from SCUT).
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1.

A 5 YEAR VISION
The brand group has a vision of where we want Silk Cut to be at the
Millennium and beyond .
This is a more bullish view than that taken by the corporate plan as it
assumes share growth, rather than decline. (The Corporate Plan
assumes a Silk Cut House share of 8.6% by 1999).
Given the current market conditions, with an increasing number of
smokers choosing to move to the cheap sector, this is clearly an
ambitious task. However, given that Silk Cut still commands close to
40% of the low tar market, if it continues to build on the image that it
has established over the last decade, there is no reason why it cannot
reverse its current decline.
Silk Cut King Size grew its share from 1984 to 1990 on the back of the
successful image building "Cut Silk" advertising campaign. Then i n
the early 90's, when the brand might have been losing momentum, as
other competitors swarmed into the market place, Silk Cut reinvented
itself through the Silk Cut Ultra Low and Extra Mild variants. The
success of these brands meant that Silk Cut House Share continued to
grow up until the middle of 1995 . Since which time it has lost share
particularly to Marlboro Lights and Lambert and Butler Lights, which
can offer slightly different propositions in the form of a product, value
and image. Silk Cut is therefore at a crossroads where it can either
decide to try to adapt to be something that it isn't (ie. by reducing its
price, introducing an American blend, or changing ,the advertising campaign), or it can build -on the strengths that -it currently has within it.
The brand group believes that we should adopt the latter approach, and
continue to lead the growing low tar sector from our position of
dominance. Silk Cut should not change its fundamental proposition
as "the" famous, premium, quality low tar cigarette, it simply needs to
"reinvent" itself, and put the foundations in place before a possible ad
ban at the end of 1997.
It is therefore vital that next year we build a message that we want to
remain in the minds of smokers for the years to come. This message is
that Silk Cut is the "Smarter" -way -to smoke. By this we mean
"Smarter" in all senses of the word: more aesthetically pleasing, more
intelligent, superior, more innovative, more individualistic, better
value, the list goes on. The key is that Silk Cut is much more than
simply the largest low tar cigarette on the market, with a range that can
offer the smokers choice; it is a cigarette with a tangible image
proposition that should eclipse the peripheral competitive
propositions, which are simply weaker versions of their parent brands .
If we are successful in communicating this message throughout 1997, I
see no reason why the share of Silk Cut Ultra cannot be significantly
boosted, the fortunes of Silk Cut King Size reversed, and Silk Cut as a
House achieve overall market leadership by the millennium.
-3

2.

KEY ISSUES

2.1

The Market

i)

The overall market is forecast to decline at a rate of 2.3% in 1997, with
the premium sector continuing to suffer the majority of volume loss .
The premium sector is forecast to decline in volume by 6.7% in 1997 to
47% share, with the cheap sector growing by 8.3% to 30.8% share.

ii.

The low tar sector is forecast to grow in volume by 1 .1% in 1997 to
26 .9% share. All of this volume increase, however, is forecast to come
from competitor brands, primarily Marlboro Lights and Lambert &
Butler Lights, both of which now have 2.1% share of the market
respectively.

iii.

With the relaunch of Silk Cut Ultra in 1992, Silk Cut "created" the 1mg
sector of the market. Ultra then "drove" the growth of this market up
until mid 1995, achieving 1.6% share, whereafter its share has
remained relatively static . The introduction of both B&H Ultra Lights
and Berkeley SK Ultra Lights from our own stables, have had little
impact on the 1mg market, both only achieving 0.1% share in their first
year of launch . Likewise the 3mg JPSK Ultra Lights has retained a static
0.4% share over the last year . It would appear, therefore, on the face of
it, that the 1mg sector has plateaued. The brand group does not believe
this to be the case . As Silk Cut created the sector in 1992 by reinventing
Ultra Low, it must reinvent it now by establishing a real desire to
smoke Ultra, other than smokers simply "wanting to cut down" in tar.

iv .

Although the vending sector of the market is forecast to decline in
volume by 6% in 1997 to only 3.6% share of the market, this is an
important area for Silk Cut in terms of the 18-24 year old smokers and
in an advertising ban scenario. It is clearly vital the Silk Cut King Size
maintains its distribution throughout the sector, yet a real opportunity
exists for Silk Cut Ultra. If we are to achieve our ambitions for this
brand it is vital that it has at least one column in machines throughout
London and the South East.

v.

The 10's sector is forecast to continue to increase its share of the market
in 1997 by 0.3% to 13.5% share. 10's are an important packing for Silk
Cut King Size, with 20% of its volume within this packing. The
increase in distribution for this packing has also been cited as one of the
key reasons for its success in the mid-late 80's. It is therefore important
that we continue to do the same for Ultra 10's, which currently only
account for 5% of the brand's total volume.

vi.

Although multipacks are not Silk Cut's strongest packing, accounting
for only 10% of all multipacks sold, multipacks are a growing packing
in the market place and important for adding value and building
volume .

2.2

The Company
Gallaher is committed strategically to securing share stability at 40%
plus delivering an acceptable profit flow, for the foreseeable future .

Gallaher market share objectives can be achieved through marketing
initiatives within the cheap sector, although this will also drive
volume away from our more profitable premium brands . The only
way to ensure both of the above objectives in the long-term is to securethe growth of our premium brands. With the growth of the low tar
sector, and Silk Cut's dominance within it, with the right levels of
investment, Silk Cut is the brand best placed in Gallaher's portfolio to
achieve this .
2.3

The Brand

i.

As mentioned previously, although Silk Cut House has outperformed
the declining premium market, it has lost 0.7% share over the last year
and currently holds a 9.8% share (July 96 YTD) . The majority of this
loss has come from Silk Cut King Size which has declined by 0.5%
share to 6.5%, the lowest it has been since 1987. Although Silk Cut
Ultra may be the variant that we use to "grow" House share in the
future, it is vital that we have solid platform in Silk Cut KS with which
to launch from.

ii.

As about twice as many smokers use Silk Cut as a route out of the
market than any other brand, recruitment into Silk Cut is therefore
key,

iii.

Current Silk Cut smokers are more loyal than other smokers, with 58%
remaining as solus smokers of the brand. Therefore it is important
when defining our target audiences to split these loyal smokers, albeit
the most valuable to us, from the duplicators, and target our offers
accordingly. Activity should focus on the - retention of our -loyal
smoker base whilst- "building loyalty" amongst our duplicators, as this
percentage of more fickle smokers is continuing to increase.

iv .

Although Silk Cut House is the second largest recruitment brand (15%
of new smokers), the majority are to the main King Size variant, and
Marlboro is not far behind in 3rd place (9% of non smokers).

v.

As 60% of Extra Mild gains and 42% of Ultra gains come from Silk Cut
King Size, recruitment to this main variant is key.

vi .

Although 42% of Silk Cut King Size losses are to other Silk Cut
variants, and a further 23% to other Gallaher brands, 35% are to
competitor brands, which is an increase of 5% since last year . If we
then look at Silk Cut House losses, 60% are to competitor brands of
which L&B and Marlboro steal 13% and 6% respectively . A fluid
situation exists therefore, where Silk Cut's smoker base is constantly
changing . However, smokers leaving the brand both to competitors
and leaving the market, are no longer being replaced by new smokers
or gains from competitors.

vii .

The profiles of Silk Cut Ultra and Extra Mild still remain significantly
older and more female than the main SCKS variant, although this alsa
appears to be slowly reverting back towards its original profile. The
effect that this has on Silk Cut House penetration is, whereas in 1991 it
was scewed towards the 18-24 year age group (16% market share), today

3.

OBJECTIVES FOR 1997

3.1

Statement of Numerical Objectives
Volume (mn AMS)
_
King Size
Extra Mild
Ultra
loos
100s Extra Mild
100s Ultra
Regular
TOTAL
#Gross margin (000)
*Expenditure
Contribution (£000)
# Based on £16.8/000
* Excluding VPR

1995
469
38
108
40
8
10
6
679

1996
447
35
115
37
8
10
3
652

1997
Plan
422
33
115
32
17
619

1997
Target
427
33
131
32
20
643

136,900 131,450 124,790 129,630
17,300 12,250 19,830 19,830
119,600 119,200 104,960 109,800

3.2

Marketing Objectives

i.

Reinforce the brand message as Silk Cut being more than just the
"definitive" low tar cigarette, but the "smarter" way to smoke. Ensure
that is seen as:
- An active, intriguing brand with its own individual image.
- A brand that is good value for money, and justifies its premium
price.
- The most intelligent and acceptable cigarette to smoke amongst
fellow smokers and non-smokers alike.

ii.

Reverse share decline amongst the key 18-24 year old ABC1, imageconscious group (Urban venturers/warriors). Move towards a profile
for Silk Cut House that was enjoyed by Silk Cut King Size in 1991 (16%
penetration amongst 18-24 year olds).

iii.

Consolidate market share amongst our core, existing 25-40 year old
smoker base (affluent achievers), who are our most valuable
consumers.

iv .

Grow/ consolidate market share amongst the volume opportunity
offered by 30-50 year old CD (Middle England) smokers, who may
already be Silk Cut smokers but duplicate with other brands .

v.

Fortify stronghold in London and South East, and grow share in the
North West.

Major in pack promotions will be supported in the mainstream press at
the end of March, July and October, 3 weeks after promotional launch
date (ensuring 100% distribution of promotional stock) .
iii.

Media Strategy
In 1996 Silk Cut had its lowest media spend in ten years (£5.6m) . Ten
years ago the brand was just beginning to take off and competition was
far less acute than it is today, from both the low tar and the cheap
sectors . Today, competition is fierce, the brand has lost share, and it is
important that a brand built on image values is now given a fitting
level of advertising support, in what is likely to be the final year of it
being able to use this medium .

a)

Press
As is evident from the table below, the most desirable option,
achieving high levels of coverage and frequency across all the target
groups requires a press spend of circa £6m . Given other priorities on
the Silk Cut marketing budget next year, however, this level of press
spend is not possible . The brand group therefore believes that media
strategy in 1997 should focus on Option 2. With magazine titles added
into the calculations, this will achieve high levels of awareness
amongst the "Affluent Achiever" and "Urban Venturer" target groups,
with medium levels amongst "Middle England" .
Target Market:

Target Press

1 . Existing smokers (Affluent Achievers) Quality/Mid Market National Press
2. Young adult smokers (Urban venturers) Style magazines
Tabloid National Press
3. Volume market (Middle England)
National Press Cover /Frequency:
VS
.
VS
.
VS.
Affluent
Urban
Middle
Achievers Venturers England

Press Budget Media Used
Options

1. £ 6m
2. £ 4m
3. £4m

All the above
No Tabloids
No broadsheets/mid
markets

97.5 @ 25.6
84.9 @ 18.1
68.6 @ 14.0

96.9 @ 24.4 95.3 ® 23.0
64.9 Q 15.2 58.0 ® 14.8
82.4 @ 16.7 77.7 @ 17.1

N.B . The above excludes the cover/frequency effect of magazines (especially
important VS. Urban Venturers) .
b)

Poster
Similarly to 1996, buying short term, £2 million will allow us a
medium weight campaign of circa 2250 sites for 2 weeks (60% coverage
at 13 OTS), assuming 5 bursts . In the key areas of the South East and
North West, however, the campaign should be upweighted in favour
of less important areas such as East Anglia, the South West and Wales.
-10-

Budget
£000

5.2

20

Poster space

(3 Ultra/2 Cut Silk)

Press space:

Quality/Mid Mkts
Magazines
Specials/"Big Bang"
Promotions
Total Press

2200
1000
500
300
4000

Production

Press supply
Poster supply
Photography
Misc.
Total Production

600
250
270
120
1240

Total Media:

7,240

Consumer Promotions
Silk Cut has two primary promotional objectives in 1997:

a)
b)
i.

Retain loyalty with the core, 25+ C1C2D smoker base to prevent
migration to cheaper brands.
Encourage trial and repeat purchase among competitor smokers
especially amongst the 18-24 age group.
Lo"
The continual pressure on the premium sector and the evident effect
this has had on Silk Cut, necessitated the need to revisit whether an
ongoing loyalty scheme was a viable option for the brand in the future.
Three approaches were looked at a "Gratis" in pack approach, a direct
mail approach, and a FMI route linked by a self liquidating
communication service of direct mail. Although there are clear
advantages in the first two approaches in that they add the most
"value" to the consumer in "absolute" terms, the overall cost of circa.
£16m p.a. for either, would leave the brand with little money for any
other marketing activity.
Knowing the varied target audiences within the brand, and given the
volume requirements and the brand vision for the future, this purely
defensive approach is not a viable one . Also, the question has to be
asked whether it is necessary to spend that sum of money on a
"scheme", which effectively "bribes" the smoker to remain loyal to
Silk Cut. The brand group believes that by choosing the third option,
interspersing high impact free mail in promotions with a primarily
self-liquidating mini catalogue via direct mail, loyalty can be
"engendered" at a far lower cost.
The tactical proposals to build loyalty in 1997 are therefore as follows:

a)

In-Pack - March - Bodum Wine Cooler

- Budget: £3m

This promotion will be across all of Silk Cut variants . By offering a free
wine cooler for 25 proofs of purchase we aim to achieve 25%
redemption (500,000 applications) . The Bodum Cafetiere promotion in
1995 succeeded in marginally increasing market share, and provided
half a million names for the database. We see no reason why this
promotion shouldn't do the same. The bounceback is described below:
b)

Cutting Edge II - Bounceback to March Promotion

- Budget: £0.4m

All those that applied for the winecooler will receive "Cutting Edge II."
As with Cutting Edge 1 this is a mini catalogue that will contain 20-30
items that are design "classics" . They will be offered on a selfliquidating basis with proofs of purchase ranging from 10-40 pack
fronts. There will also be one major free 3rd party offer with a longer
collection time (Circa 4 months/70 p.o.p's), which will continue the
smokers interest in the brand until the next major in pack
promotion /catalogue.
c)

In Pack - July - Silk Cut Ultra

- Budget: Elm

Silk Cut Ultra will have been supported by a major advertising
campaign throughout the first half of the year. In order to boost the
brand's trial and awareness still higher we propose to carry out a solus
Ultra free mail-in promotion in July. The proposed merchandise item
is yet to be decided but again it will have a broad appeal and aim to pull
in 160,000 redemptions (25%). The bounceback will be the Cutting Edge
III catalogue .
d) Cutting Edge III - Bounceback & Mailout

- Budget: £0.8m

Cutting Edge III will be a further development on the previous one,
offering self-liquidating items plus a free third party offer. This will act
as the bounceback to the Ultra promotion, as well as mailed out to
responders of the Cutting Edge II Catalogue .
e)

In Pack - Octolrr - Offer TBC

- Budget: £3m

In the run up to the budget we propose another blockbuster in pack
promotion across the range, with the aim of achieving 500,000
redemptions. The bounceback will be Cutting Edge IV.
f)

Cutting g Edge IV - Bounceback

- Budget: £0.4m

As Cutting Edge II
g)

Money-off mailing -January

- Budget: £0.5m

January is a month where, historically, Silk Cut has underperformed .
This is most likley due to the impact of the budget in November and
New Year resolutions to give up. We therefore propose a mailout,
incorporating money off vouchers, to the segment of our Silk Cut
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database most likely to leave the brand at this time (older ClC2D
women) .
h)

Silk Cut Magazine

- Budget: £0 .2m

The Silk Cut Magazine has now run for 3 Editions, and has been an
important exploration into this medium before an advertising ban
imposes its restrictions upon us. The Silk Cut Magazine may well be
one of the only "image enhancing" market* tactics { open to . us post
19 7, and from research data it appears to have -been very well received.
However, given the key marketing priorities in 1997 the brand group
proposes that we fulfil our contractual obligations with Issue and then
postpone until 1998 before we resume publication .
ii .

Recruitment
To some degree the more visible of Silk Cut's loyalty-building activity
will inspire short term recruitment from the more promotionally
promiscuous consumer . However, on their own these promotions are
unlikely to bring in significant numbers of 18-24 year old smokers who
are currently choosing the image proposition of Marlboro Lights . Silk
Cut needs to continue to do more than simply get the brand into this
audience's hands; it needs to allow our target
into" the brand
The first year of our involvement with Renaissance_ _has in our view
madeinvolvement
a large step in
achieving
this. In 1997 we intend to broaden this
still
further.

a)

The Renaissance Silk Grand Tour

- Budget: Elm

Building on the success of 1996 Grand Tour, for 1997 . we propose the
following:
1.

From January to May the Renaissance Silk Grand Tour will continue
in 1996 format, with 8 branded tour nights, sampling in 400 style bars,
and with improved advertising in the style press. Estimated contact
rate: 20,000 .

2.

Then, from July to September, the Tour will take itself to Ibiza. This
will give the brand still greater credibility, and offer the opportunity to
sample eh a large percentage of our target audience in a concentrated space
and time period. An estimated 1 .23 m tourists visited Ibiza in '95, of
which more than 50% were British and 70% were .aged between 20-27
years old. Estimated contact rate of U.K. smokers : 20,000.

3.

Then, from October to December, at the start of the student year, Silk
Cut will concentrate on 40 Student Unions in the form of "The Silk
Sessions" . By October Silk Cut will have established itself strongly as
being credibly involved in the music scene . It is important that Silk
Cut
to_ offer something different to a normal club
night; whether that be in terms of DJ's, branding, or music. The "Silk
Sessions" willbe a move away from our- link with Renaissance, and
Silk Cut alone will bring "big acts" to the Student Unions with
dedicated advertising and sampling in over 1000 bars. In this way Silk
Cut can carve its own niche in the music scene, without having to
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operate within someone else's restrictions .
70,000.

Estimated contact rate :

This all year programme of events will enable Silk Cut to make circa.
110,000 contacts of our key target audience, but the overall "noise"
created for the brand will be far wider.
5.3

Regional Promotions

- Budget : £90k

Additional funds will be given to the Sales Divisions in 1996:
a)
b)

Southern Division (London focus)
Northern Division (N.W. focus)

- £50K
- £40K

Priorities for each Division should be as follows :
i.

Increase distribution for Silk Cut Ultra 20's from 91% to 95%, for Ultra
10's from 20% to 50%, and Ultra 100's from 38% to 50%.

ii.

Maximise volume opportunity for Silk Cut King Size - Re-gain
competitive advantage over Marlboro Lights in London.

iii.

Ensure strong branded presence in-store, in areas of strength .

5.4

Trade Promotions and Catalina

- Budget - £360k

The trade budget in 1997 will be specifically allocated, firstly, to build in
store presence for- the brand at times of national promotions, and
secondly, to take advantage of specific sector opportunities.
i.

£50k allocated to ensure prime point of sale positioning at the time of
our major in pack promotions, across all participating accounts.

ii.

£40k allocated to specific promotions and POS opportunities within the
N.U.S. from October-December, during the "Silk Sessions" activity.

iii .

£30k allocated to support Silk Cut in the Co-op sector which, due to
past support, has maintained share of Silk Cut King Size (+0.1% to
4 .7%) over the last year, in contrast to an overall market decline.

iv .

£50k allocated to the symbol grocery sector which, due to support early
in '96, has grown share for the Silk Cut House from 7.5% to 8.0% over
the last six months.

v.

£50k allocated to support the brand in the vital forecourt sector, where
the House has lost 1.8% share points to 11 .4% over the last year.

vi .

£30k allocated to support the brand in the Convenience sector of the
market, where the house has lost 2% share points over the last year to
7.9%.

vii .

£100k allocated in support of Catalina within Asda and Somerfield .
Concentration of activity should be on brand switching from
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competitive full flavour brands to SCKS and Ultra, brand switching
from Marlboro Lights, multipack trade ups, and messages about "the
range" and forthcoming promotions .
5.5

- Total Budget: £1330k

Event Sponsorship

The generation of positive branded media coverage of sponsored
events remains a central part of the brands' strategy, and may be one of
the only areas left open to us post ad ban. It is designed to rein force the
perceived
brand image stre ngths and help counterbalance
any
reasons
that
the
brand
group
has been
weaknesses . It is for these
examining the possibility of sponsoring the Lawrie Smith entry into
the Whitbread Round The World Yacht Race in 1997/1998. This high
profile sponsorship will significantly raise the brand's awareness levels
at a crucial time . In participating, however, for monetary reasons, this
will have significant impact on our current sponsorship activities.
i.

Ruby League

- Budget: Special Events + £150k from Brand Budget

Silk Cut has recently signed a 3 year contract with the R.F.L, ensuring
our involvement through to 1999. Over the last year, with the World
Cup and Centenary, rugby league has shown signs of becoming more of a "national" than a "northern" sport. We believe that Silk Cut can
profit from the game's growth, but only if funds are placed behind the
Challenge Cup to exploit our involvement to the full . I have therefore
allocated £150k, to push home the message of our involvement
through the licensed trade and to develop an internet site.
ii.

Hickstead

- Budget: Special Events

This event wil be discontinued to support the Whitbread race.
iii.

Ten Pin Bowling

- Budget: £140k

The Silk Cut Ten-Pin league has enjoyed a highly successful second
year with media coverage up by 88% for TV, and 19% for press. Ten pin
is a sport that is growing rapidly in participation and interest, and is of
high interest to the "Middle England" volume opportunity of our
target market. Due to greater appeal and interest offered by the
Whitbread, however, we recommend that we discontinue the Ten Pin
sponsorship in favour of fully supporting the former.
iv .

Silk Cut Tennis Challenge

- Budget: Special Events

This event will be discontinued to support the Whitbread race .

v.

Whitbread Round The World Yacht Race - Budget:
£2.75m
Brand Budget: £750k
Special Events: £2m
The sponsorship of a Silk Cut Yacht in the 1997/1998 Whitbread race
offers us the opportunity to significantly raise the profile of the brand at
a time when advertising may not be available to us. There is however,
a significant cost involved to fund the activity and I have
recommended the discontinuation of all grass roots sponsorships and
the Silk Cut magazine to help fund it.
The cost of the sponsorship itself is £5 million spread over 3 years. It is
also recommended that maximum exploitation is gained from it at
ground level, and a further £1 .7 million has been allocated across 3
years for this purpose.

vi .

- Budget: £80k

The UK Club Guide

Following our successful sponsorship of one edition of the UK Club
Guide in 1996, it was decided to sign up for the following three
editions . Each edition has a circulation of circa 70,000 and the
sponsorship also allows us branding in the 18 "Club on" information
leaflets which are circulated over this period. The sponsorship of this
guide reinforces Silk Cut's involvement with the dance scene and
gives an even greater credibility for the brand amongst the key 18-24
year old "Urban Venturer" target market.
5.6

other Marketing Issues
Post ad ban the only way that we will be able to give Silk Cut ongoing
brand differentiation from other low tar brands, will be at the point of
sale, on the packaging itself, and through activity taking place outside
the UK . It is for this reason that we should use 1997 to investigate new
packaging innovations, point of sale innovations and joint
promotions /activity with Gallaher International.

6.

QUARTER 1 1998
The brand group has been asked to supply plans for the period up to
the end of quarter 11998. This requires two sets of tactics; Scenario 1
incorporating an advertising ban, Scenario 2 assuming that one has not
yet taken place .

i.

Scenario 1

a)

Sponsorshipexploitation

Q 1 Budget: Elm

Past ban sports sponsorship is likely to be allowed to continue . It is
therefore vital that we make the most of the sponsorship that we are
likely to have in place at the time (Rugby and Whitbread). Although
we will not be allowed to use the sponsorship to promote the product,
through a concentrated PR attack (competitions etc) brand awareness
can still remain high.
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b)

POS

Q 1 Budget: £1m

A significant investment should be made at the point of sale, both in
terms of innovative gantries in retail outlets and bar units in the
licensed trade. The earlier we set up this programme, the harder it will
be for Imperial to compete .
c)

Gallaher International

Budget: £250k

Although we will be unable to promote cigarettes on the British
mainland, this ruling will not include duty free. A series of joint
promotions should be set up with G.I. whereby our UK smokers,
travelling through duty free, are incentivised to not only buy the
product then and there, but back on the UK mainland as well .
d)

Regional Marketing and Trade promotions

Q 1 Budget: £500k

Price will remain as one of the only strategic tools at our disposal .
Regional and trade promotions will be vital to specifically target both
areas of potential and areas of weaknesses .
ii)

Scenario 2
In the event that advertising is not banned I would suggest a
continuation of the well rounded marketing programme proposed in
1997, focusing attention on the following in quarter 1:

a)

In Pack Promotion in February + Cutting Edge V bounceback: Budget: £3.5m

b)

Sponsorship exploitation (Rugby & Whitbread) : Budget: £750k

